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Aspire North 2023 Traverse City Candidate 
Questionnaire 
 
Full name: _________________________________________________________________________ 
Office running for: _________________________________________________________________ 
Current position/occupation: ______________________________________________________ 
List previous campaigns, elected office(s), boards, commissions, etc.: 
 

 

Why are you running for office? 
 

 

Briefly describe your campaign strategy  
 

 
Why do you think you will win?  
 

 
How many votes do you need to win?  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Are REALTORS actively helping with your campaign?  
 

 
Traverse City goes through an annual budgeting process. What do you think budget 
priorities should be?  
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The shortage of housing inventory is a big topic among our Aspire North 
membership and the community at large across our area. Does local government 
have a role to play in this realm? If so, what do you think a local government can 
reasonably do to address housing supply concerns?  
 

 

Land use continues to be a highly debated issue, including those elements centered 
around planning and zoning. Are there specific policies or zoning restrictions you 
support or oppose?  
 

 

Should local governments use zoning to prohibit the rental of a residential property 
on a short-term basis?  
 

 

Tax Increment Financing (TIF) has been described as a regional taxation tool used by 
the Traverse City DDA to fund infrastructure repairs and improvements required by 
intense regional use of our downtown core. Do you support renewal of TIF? If not, 
who would/should ultimately pay for those required costs/repairs? 
 

 

How and on what issues would you utilize Aspire North’s input?  
 

 

 


	Office running for: Mary Mills
	Current positionoccupation: City Commission
	undefined: Office Administrator
	List previous campaigns elected offices boards commissions etc: I currently serve as a city resident representative on the Master Plan Leadership Team for the City of Traverse City. 
	Why are you running for office: I believe city residents need to be represented by elected officials who will not only listen but also hear what the people of our community have to say. We need a city commission that will preserve our neighborhoods, protect our environment, and promote reasonable growth.
	Briefly describe your campaign strategy: I believe in having open and honest conversations with individuals. I believe in answering all questions with complete transparency. Residents want and deserve to be heard and acknowledged.
	Why do you think you will win: I believe public office is a lifelong learning project. I listen and I do my homework. I am approachable and believe I will be a good fit to work with the other commissioners. I am not afraid to say I don’t have an answer and am not afraid to ask questions. 
	How many votes do you need to win: Enough to place in the top three.
	Are REALTORS actively helping with your campaign: Not at the moment
	priorities should be: First and foremost, city residents' health, safety, and wellness should be a top priority and used when determining the budget.

	reasonably do to address housing supply concerns: I believe there are a variety of factors that directly impact housing stock, interest rates, vacation rentals, and zoning. Local government can make sure their zoning ordinances reflect the character and cohesiveness of their community. Just as a variety of factors impact housing, so do the solutions. Concrete solutions with concrete outcomes benefit our community.    
	support or oppose: The Michigan Enabling Act states the zoning ordinance and the Master Plan, which includes the vision of the city residents, must be in sync. Traverse City residents ranked the “preservation of neighborhoods” in the top three, on the survey conducted in the fall of 2022 on the new MP. The six zoning proposals recently sent to the City Commission omitted the preservation of neighborhoods. I do not support flawed zoning.
	on a shortterm basis: Traverse City has been referred to as a city of neighborhoods. We are communities that look out for each other and pride ourselves on our community spirit.  Creating small businesses in the neighborhoods negatively impacts this community spirit. I believe in preserving community for future generations. Neighborhoods are not the place for STRs.
	who wouldshould ultimately pay for those required costsrepairs: When TIF was initially brought before the city, a 30 year term was agreed upon as the time frame needed by the DDA to revitalize downtown.  The DDA has done what they promised. They have revitalized downtown. Yes, there is always more that can be done but it’s time to focus on the rest of the city. While the DDA should be very proud of their accomplishments, they also need to keep their promise. Let’s end TIF.  
	How and on what issues would you utilize Aspire Norths input: I would value the data on housing stock, home sales, and new builds. I would also value the same information on rentals and vacation homes. This information would not only inform but also enable me to formulate decisions and look at possible solutions that would impact the much needed housing in our community.


